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ABSTRACT
Account hijacking, i.e. illegitimately accessing someone else’s personal
online account, is on the rise and affects not only financial accounts, but
the full spectrum of online accounts. To gain more insight in the illicit act
of online dissemination of stolen account credentials, we systematically
examined how such credentials were offered on three different types of
online platforms where stolen credentials were disseminated and how
offers varied by platform. We used web scrapes of these platforms for our
comparative analyses. Our results demonstrate variation by platform in
the type of information on accounts and account holders offered, the
average asking price for credentials, and rules and services following
a transaction. We conclude with policy implications and suggestions for
future research based on the criminal event perspective.

KEYWORDS
Stolen account credentials;
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Introduction

With the expansion of and increased reliance on digital systems and networks, more and more data
are stored in virtual places, such as companies’ cloud services. Although this has substantial practical
benefits, such as easier sharing and quicker retrieval of information, increased reliance on online
storage and networks also leads to more points of access that could be corrupted. Furthermore, end-
users do not always apply sufficient measures to protect the data they store online. For instance,
people often use rather weak passwords or the same password for multiple accounts (Das et al. 2014;
Golgowski 2017). This lack of proper security measures also increases opportunities for data theft. In
fact, websites like haveibeenpwned.com demonstrate that vast numbers of stolen account credentials
have been disseminated online the past few years. Account credentials are data providing direct
access to a personal online account, such as an e-mail account or a webshop account. Usually,
account credentials are a combination of a username and a password.

Most criminological research into stolen data so far has focused on stolen financial data, such as
credit card information (e.g., Holt, Smirnova, and Chua 2016a and 2016b). However, account
credentials apply to a wide range of different types of accounts instead of only financial accounts.
Moreover, account credentials might be more profitable for data thieves, as evidenced by being sold
at higher prices on illicit markets online than stolen financial data (Shulman 2010).

Stolen account credentials can be used for account hijacking, i.e. illegitimately accessing someone
else’s personal online account. Hijacked accounts can subsequently be exploited in various ways.
They can be used as stepping stones for hijacking other accounts of the same user when the same
credentials were used for multiple accounts (Bursztein et al. 2014). Account hijackers can also extend
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their crimes to the account holder’s contacts through identity theft and sending spam e-mails (Shay
et al. 2014). Account holders of hacked dating sites have also been blackmailed (Onaolapo, Mariconti,
and Stringhini 2016) and some hijackers break into webshop accounts to buy expensive goods and
resell these goods for cash (Detrixhe 2018).

Even though accounts can be exploited in different ways, data thieves do not always exploit login
credentials themselves. Instead, they sometimes decide to disseminate the credentials on online
platforms (Herley and Florêncio 2010; Hutchings and Holt 2015; Motoyama et al. 2011). The
dissemination of stolen credentials and the wider demand for stolen data has resulted in thriving
online markets as well as platforms where stolen data are distributed for free (High-Tech Bridge
2014). Previous research on underground markets largely focused on the economy of these markets
(e.g., Allodi 2017; Benjamin et al. 2015; Franklin et al. 2007; Holt, Smirnova, and Chua 2016a; Kigerl
2018) or on how trust issues in these anonymous environments are solved through reputation
systems and admission procedures (e.g., Dupont et al. 2017; Mell 2012; Motoyama et al. 2011).

Although the literature on underground markets provides valuable insights into the social and
economic forces hypothesised to affect behaviours of market participants, this body of literature is hardly
embedded in criminological theory. Furthermore, even though products on hacking forums have been
analysed several times, few studies to date specifically focused on the market for account credentials.

In this study, we aim to gain a better understanding of the illicit dissemination of stolen account
credentials. We expand on previous research by comparing different types of online platforms where
stolen credentials are disseminated, how such credentials are disseminated through posts, and how
this varies by type of platform. This study is mainly descriptive and guided by the criminal event
perspective (CEP; Meier, Kennedy, and Sacco 2001). This perspective serves as a tool enabling
researchers to study different aspects of criminal events in conjunction. Rather than focusing only
on, for instance, offenders or victims, as is common in most criminological research, the CEP directs
attention to the bigger picture of the event, including its precursors and aftermath.

In the next section, we elaborate on the CEP and provide a literature review of different types of
online platforms and the dissemination of stolen data on such platforms. Subsequently, the
research methods are detailed and the empirical findings are reported. In the conclusion and
discussion section, we reflect on the findings and suggest policy implications and directions for
future research.

Theoretical framework

When attempting to explain crime, criminologists traditionally focus on either offenders, victims, or
situational factors (Meier, Kennedy, and Sacco 2001). Meier, Kennedy, and Sacco (2001) argue that
different crime related factors should be studied in conjunction more often. By doing so, more
complete explanations and new theories could be developed that are more attentive to the ways
different crime elements are connected. Furthermore, different theoretical questions may surface
that would be less obvious when studying crime factors separately. To this end, they developed the
criminal event perspective (CEP), a heuristic designed to direct focus from just one part to the bigger
picture of the criminal event.

To obtain a more complete picture of the relationship between different elements of criminal events,
researchers have to gather data on a multitude of elements. Previous studies deployed CEP in various
ways for a range of crimes. For instance, Pino (2005) used CEP to conduct a qualitative case study on serial
rape.Weaver et al. (2004) examined how factors identified through the use of CEP (e.g., location, time, and
victim characteristics) related to the lethality of violent encounters. Grommon and Rydberg (2014) used
CEP in their interdisciplinary study of criminological and public health correlates of firearm injury severity.
Finally, Anderson and Meier (2004) rightfully note that there is also a plethora of studies examining
interactions between different crime elements without explicitly mentioning CEP.

The aim of the present descriptive study is to gain more insight into the illicit act of disseminating
stolen account credentials online. Two types of actors are involved: suppliers offering credentials and
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potential hijackers looking to exploit accounts. Although there are no direct victims in this act, stolen
credentials can be used to victimise people and organisations. The settings (i.e., platforms) where
stolen credentials are disseminated sometimes enable interaction between suppliers and potential
buyers. On those platforms, suppliers present their products and interested potential hijackers can
subsequently show their interest by, for instance, ordering an item for sale or asking for more
information. The interplay between suppliers and hijackers on these platforms results in a typical
market situation where suppliers compete for the interest of potential hijackers. However, not all
platforms allow for interaction between suppliers and potential hijackers, which we elaborate in the
next paragraph. We apply the CEP by jointly studying settings where stolen credentials are dis-
seminated and how these illicit products are offered in those settings.

In this study, we cannot directly observe the exchanges between suppliers and potential hijackers, but
we observe and analyse how suppliers offer their products. This supply-side analysis is, however, reflective
of the choices potential hijackers face when searching for stolen credentials online. From the perspective
of the supplier, our analysis shows the outcome of how they decided to offer their product. For potential
hijackers searching for stolen credentials online, the different platforms and posts we analyse are nested
choice sets related to the two key phases in their search process. They first have to choose a specific
platform from which to obtain credentials. Once on a platform, they have to choose between specific
posts in which credentials are offered. When searching online, hijackers could iterate through these two
phases. If they cannot enter a platform or do not find posts to their liking, they might look for other
platforms or posts and repeat their search process.We describe and compare attributes of different online
platforms where stolen credentials are offered, how these credentials are offered, and how the offers vary
by platform.

Online dissemination on platforms

The focus of the present study is on three different platform types, namely: (1) online discussion
forums, (2) online marketplaces, and (3) paste websites. Online discussion forums are rather struc-
tured websites with discussions grouped in threads and by topic (Frank, Macdonald, and Monk
2016). A discussion starts when a forum member creates a thread by posing a question or making
a statement on a particular topic (Holt 2013). The following discussion revolves around that specific
question or statement. Sometimes forums also have designated trade sections (Afroz et al. 2014;
Hutchings and Holt 2015). Some forums are dedicated to the underground economy of vulnerabil-
ities and stolen data trade (Frank, Macdonald, and Monk 2016). Examples are carding forums and
security forums. Products shared or traded on such forums vary greatly, from stolen personal and
financial details to tutorials and vulnerability exploits (Allodi 2017; Samtani, Chinn, and Chen 2015).
Research on discussion forums serving the underground economy has largely focused on stolen
financial data and threat analysis (Benjamin et al. 2015; Haslebacher, Onaolapo, and Stringhini 2017;
Van Hardeveld, Webber, and O’Hara 2016). However, the dissemination of stolen account credentials
on discussion forums has received much less attention.

Online marketplaces are aimed at trading goods and services (Kestenbaum 2017). An online market-
place enables vendors to advertise their products to potential customers. Because vendors can operate
relatively anonymously – which may decrease trust among buyers – online marketplaces often have
reputation systems in place allowing buyers to provide public feedback on the vendor after a transaction
(Przepiorka, Norbutas, and Corten 2017). Online underground marketplaces are very similar in structure,
but are aimed at trading illegal goods and services. Most online underground markets analysed to date
revolve around the illicit trade of drugs (e.g., Dolliver 2015; Kruithof et al. 2016; Przepiorka, Norbutas, and
Corten 2017). Nevertheless, underground marketplaces such as Silk Road 2 (now defunct) also had trade
sections for virtual products, such as books, software, and data. Moreover, in the case of Silk Road 2, far
more transactions occurred in the category ‘Counterfeit/data’, including data dumps, than in the category
‘Drugs’ (Dolliver 2015).
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Finally, paste websites are websites mainly intended for code sharing. Users of these websites can
usually only post plain text. These texts can either be made publicly available or shared among
a select group of users. The content on paste websites is not always moderated, which sometimes
implies that anybody can post anything (Kelion 2012). It is, therefore, not uncommon for data thieves
to publish their stolen credentials on paste websites (High-Tech Bridge 2014; Stone 2015).

Online dissemination through posts

Although stolen data are sometimes disseminated for free, previous research has largely focused on
the trade in stolen data. To trade credentials, vendors post advertisements of their credentials on
online platforms. In these advertisements, vendors can detail the credentials for sale and include
additional information on how they do business, such as the format in which orders should be
placed, terms regarding if and how an order will be replaced if the credentials do not work as
advertised, or reasons for not contacting the vendor (Afroz et al. 2014; Hutchings and Holt 2015).
Vendors sometimes also include information on how they obtained the advertised credentials.
Whereas some vendors state they obtained the credentials themselves, others indicate that their
credentials were supplied from elsewhere. Prices set for credentials could include a re-sale margin.
However, re-selling credentials increases the chance that previous users have flagged security
systems of service providers, thus rendering the credentials less valuable if not useless.

In some cases, only some users are allowed to post advertisements. Forum rules could dictate
members to have at least a number of posts in their name or a certain status or reputation before being
allowed to advertise (Afroz et al. 2014). Alternatively, vendors could be required to pay the website
owners for placing an advertisement (Hutchings and Holt 2015). Sometimes advertisement fees are
only imposed on those who have not gone through a verification process for vendors. This verification
process is one way of trying to minimise the presence of rippers on trade platforms. Rippers post
advertisements in which they claim to have something for sale, but do not deliver after payment and
instead run off with the money. If there are many rippers present on a platform, the reputation of the
platform is undermined and trustworthy vendors might move their business elsewhere and leave the
so-called ripper platform (Herley and Florêncio 2010; Holt and Lampke 2010).

Because suppliers can offer their credentials on different types of platforms, potential hijackers
have a range of options to choose from, both in terms of platforms to browse and offers to consider.
At this point, we assume suppliers try to make their offers as appealing as possible to potential
hijackers by anticipating rational choice behaviour from potential hijackers. This assumption reflects
a classical economic model where market participants act with bounded rationality (Arthur 1994).
That is, they weigh the rewards, costs, and risks of their actions before acting with the limited
information they can process. Because little is known about actual behaviour of potential hijackers,
we use this assumption merely to structure our data analyses and empirical findings. This approach
has also been applied before to examine stolen data markets (Smirnova and Holt 2017). In the next
section, we elaborate on how we sampled platforms and posts, and how we structured our data
analyses and findings in relation to the rewards, costs and risks for potential account hijackers.

Data and methods

Collecting platforms and posts

Three platforms, all offering stolen account credentials but differing in main purpose, were analysed.
The specific discussion forum, marketplace, and paste website analysed were, respectively, Darkode,
AlphaBay, and Pastebin. Darkode used to be a notorious invitation-only and password protected
hacker forum until it was shut down by the FBI in 2015 (Department of Justice 2015; Moyer 2019).
The data from Darkode were obtained from a public website where screenshots of the forum were
leaked (Xylitol 2013).1 Dupont et al. (2017) extensively described this dataset as well as the
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background of Darkode. The dump of screenshots was structured similar to the structure of the
forum. The forum contained several sales sections where members could trade products. For the
present study, all 319 screenshots from the sales sections of the forum were analysed. Because some
threads encompassed multiple pages and thus multiple screenshots, the 319 screenshots related to
249 unique threads. Account credentials were offered in 32 of these threads. These 32 threads were
subsequently coded and used for analysis.

AlphaBay was one of the largest online underground marketplaces with a focus on drug trade
until the FBI shut it down in 2017 (Department of Justice 2017). To analyse posts on AlphaBay, we
used a dataset composed of 139,773 posts that were scraped in June and July 2013 (Norbutas 2013).
Each post was already classified as an advertisement for either a physical or a digital item. As stolen
credentials are digital items, only the 36,313 digital items were selected for this study. Table 1
provides an overview of the number of posts listed in each main category on AlphaBay. For the
present study, we focused on the subcategory ‘Fraud’ and within Fraud on the subcategory
‘Accounts & Bank Drops’. Within this subcategory, vendors could also categorise their products
into several account categories that are outlined in Table 1 (e.g., Amazon, AOL, Bank drops). This
subcategory contained 9,041 posts. Most posts containing personalised listings or having tutorials
for sale were filtered out with regular expressions. This reduced the sample to be analysed further to
6,756 posts. If an account category contained less than sixty posts, all posts were coded for relevance
(i.e., offering account credentials or not). If an account category contained more than sixty posts, at
least twenty randomly picked posts were read until at least ten posts offering account credentials
were identified. This way, 675 posts were read, from which a total of 243 posts were relevant and
used for further analysis.

Pastebin is currently one of the largest paste websites on the internet. Pastebin was intended for
sharing plain text, usually source code snippets. However, it is also used for dumping account
credentials (High-Tech Bridge 2014; Stone 2015). Pastebin was scraped using Pastebin’s scraping
API during three weeks in August 2018, four times a day for thirty minutes. This resulted in a sample
of 68,359 posts, which translates to an average of 1,627 posts being posted each hour. Because the
sample was too large to filter manually for relevance, regular expressions were used to filter out the
majority of irrelevant posts.

To construct classification rules for the regular expressions, we used the website psbdmp.ws,
which claims to collect all Pastebin posts containing sensitive information. We selected the posts on
psbdmp.ws based on their timestamps to ensure these posts were in our scraped sample as well. The
psbdmp.ws sample consisted of 366 posts. These posts were all manually coded for relevance. We

Table 1. Number of posts listed in each category on AlphaBay.

Main categories n Categories within ‘Fraud’ n Categories within ‘Account & Bank drops’ n

Carded Items
Counterfeit Items
Digital Products
Drugs & Chemicals
Fraud
Guides & Tutorials
Jewels & Gold
Other Listings
Security & Hosting
Services
Software & Malware
Weapons

655
678
7,857
83

15,656
6,623
3
977
318
2,110
1,351
2

Accounts & Bank Drops
CVV & Cards
Dumps
Personal Information & Scans
Other

9,041
1,854
558
2,144
2,059

Amazon
AOL
Bank Drops
Deezer
Ebay
Google
Hotmail & Outlook
Netflix
Origin
Porn
Spotify
Steam
TV & Cable Providers
Uber
Uplay
Yahoo
Other

170
45

2,457
59
126
74
55
91
43
537
75
49
148
79
42
48

4,943
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applied the classification rules constructed from this sample to all 68,359 posts, which resulted in
5,085 potentially relevant posts. Because this sample was still very large and contained many false
positives (i.e., irrelevant posts considered relevant by the classification rules), we read through 2,673
posts that were randomly picked from this sample. Eventually, this left us with 188 posts offering
stolen account credentials on Pastebin.

Categorising account sources

When reading posts, we noted that offered accounts span a great number of sources (i.e., organisa-
tions and websites servicing the accounts). Sources were categorised into the following nine source
types: Entertainment, Webshop, Adult, Financial, Game, Social, Telecom, Other, and Unknown. If
credentials from multiple source types were offered as one package, we coded the dominant source
type of the majority of credentials. If there was no dominant source type or the source type did not fit
into one of the other categories, the post was classified as ‘Other’. However, if different accounts
were offered for different prices in the same advertisement, we coded them separately, which
resulted in disaggregating posts to the level of the source type offered. The list of source types
and common examples of these source types are presented in Table 2, along with how many posts
offered accounts from the corresponding source types.

The most common source types were financial institutions and entertainment services. AlphaBay
posts always specified the source of the accounts. In contrast, the specific source type was often not
mentioned on Darkode and Pastebin. Instead, Darkode posts often contained information on the
type of organisation the accounts belonged to, or just how popular the website was. Popularity of
a website was suggested by the rank of that website based on website traffic. For instance, one
member titled his (or her) advertisement: ‘Alexa Rank 10k. US rank: 9k. Niche: News site. Open bid’.
Darkode members were also largely prohibited to sell stolen financial information. If no source on
Pastebin was specified, the post only contained one or multiple lists with usernames or e-mail
addresses and passwords. Account dumps like these almost never contained financial information.
Conversely, all posts on Pastebin offering financial information were more similar to advertisements
on AlphaBay: they stated a specific source, asked a price, and mentioned a vendor.

Conceptualisation and coding scheme

The goal of the present descriptive study is to gain a better understanding of the illicit dissemination
of stolen account credentials. More specifically, we aim to provide insight into how stolen credentials
are offered on different online platforms. Although platform and post attributes can be coded in
various ways, such as by the colour of a webpage or the length of a post, we adopted a rational
choice approach to guide our coding scheme. Assuming that potential hijackers weigh the rewards,
costs, and risks of obtaining account credentials, we categorised the scraped data along these three
factors.

Table 2. Number of posts coded by source type and platform.

Source type Examples Darkode Pastebin AlphaBay

Entertainment Netflix, Spotify 5 31 67
Financial Paypal, Suntrust 0 65 38
Webshop Ebay, Amazon 3 1 49
Social Skype, Gmail 4 3 22
Adult Brazzers, dating 1 5 20
Game Steam, Uplay 0 13 12
Telecom AT&T, Comcast 0 0 14
Unknown 14 48 0
Other 5 22 21
Total 32 188 243
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How rewarding browsing platforms and engaging in transactions is, depends in part on the
motivation and intent of account hijackers. Whereas some hijackers might look for accounts of
a specific company, others might look for e-mail accounts or just any pair of working account
credentials (and try those on other types of accounts). However, obtaining more account credentials
and more additional account information for the same price will generally be more rewarding.
Therefore, for each post, we coded how many account credentials and additional information were
offered.

Account hijackers potentially face costs in terms of time and money. Stolen credentials are not
widely advertised due to their illicit nature. Therefore, finding and browsing platforms where such
credentials are offered could take quite some time. If account credentials have a price tag, the price
will likely also go into the equation, as money is a cost in all sorts of transactions. Therefore, search
costs and financial costs were coded as cost attributes. More specifically, search costs translated to
reachability and accessibility of platforms, and what search features are in place. Financial costs
translated to the information found on the price of products.

We note here that to code the price, we calculated the price per account, if multiple accounts
were offered as a package deal. Because bidding was possible on Darkode, we coded the highest
price mentioned in a thread and calculated the price per account. Although it is likely that bidding
also took place in private communications rather than on the public forum, we had no way of
establishing how much money was offered in private.

Finally, account hijackers risk at least ripper and law enforcement activity when searching for
stolen credentials. Potential hijackers need to trust that credentials will be as good as advertised and
the supplier does not rip them off. This results in a trust problem on markets because hijackers and
suppliers operate in anonymous environments (Przepiorka, Norbutas, and Corten 2017). Hijackers
thus do not knowwith whom they are dealing. Platforms could try to mitigate the risk of both rippers
and law enforcement, whereas suppliers could specifically attempt to appear honest. The risk of
dealing with rippers could partly be alleviated by platforms through admission and verification
procedures (Dupont et al. 2017; Hutchings and Holt 2015). The risk of detection by law enforcement
is relevant for both platforms and potential hijackers. As demonstrated by the cases of the under-
ground online markets AlphaBay and Hansa, platforms facilitating illegal activities can be shut down
by law enforcement (Department of Justice 2015, 2017). Platforms might, therefore, apply measures
to decrease the likelihood of law enforcement presence, such as access control.

Risk attributes coded specifically relating to platforms were measures aimed at anonymization
and preventing rip-offs (Yip, Webber, and Shadbolt 2013). As for posts, to minimise distrust or
suspicion, suppliers could state in their posts that they provide customer services, such as replace-
ments for invalid credentials (Holt, Chua, and Smirnova 2013). If potential hijackers would receive
invalid credentials, they would not risk having paid for credentials that do not work. In a similar vein,
offering customer service lines or support for hijackers encountering issues they cannot solve
themselves decreases the chance of paying for credentials that cannot be used. Customer services
are, therefore, coded as risk attributes relating to platforms.

Before continuing to our results, we provide two cautions for our readers. First, because we could
not browse AlphaBay and Darkode ourselves, some information might be lacking. Nevertheless,
these scrapes do provide information about the ease with which these platforms could be reached
and searched, how risks were mitigated by platforms and vendors, and what information on
products was available. Second, we decided to categorise the data in relation to the potential
rewards, costs, and risks for potential account hijackers, because we assume the platforms operate
as markets for illegal goods and services and the actors in these markets behave with bounded
rationality. However, we cannot use our scheme to make inferences about the actual decision-
making process of potential hijackers nor of the suppliers of stolen credentials. We provide directions
for future research to examine the actual decision-making processes at the end of our paper. In the
next section, we present our results. We mainly describe platform attributes and we use descriptive
statistics for post attributes.
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Results

Platform attributes

Table 3 presents an overview of variation in attributes among the three platforms. Reward attributes
were hardly present on platforms. None of the platforms provided indicators of what was offered in
posts, except for AlphaBay providing a measure indicating how much of a product the supplier had
in stock. Rewards of searching for and browsing platforms can thus only be determined by reading
posts.

Financial costs were clearly indicated on AlphaBay. The price is stated as metadata on this
platform, whereas prices on Darkode and Pastebin are only visible inside posts. Regarding search
costs, Pastebin is much more accessible than the other platforms. It can be accessed without having
to register and, as we noted during scraping, thousands of posts are publicly posted every day.
However, neither we nor potential hijackers can establish easily if private posts offer account
credentials more often than public posts. In addition, no post categories existed and posts were
only sorted by the time they were posted. AlphaBay was the only platform with a search menu in
which the product type could be specified. Darkode was largely structured by social hierarchy. Some
parts of the forum could only be accessed by higher ranking members. Each level had a marketplace
section, however. To exemplify, subforums for Level 0, 1, and 2 members all had marketplaces. Level
1 members could access the level 0 and 1 marketplace, but not the level 2 marketplace. Restricting
views from (new) users makes it harder for hijackers to find posts offering credentials, but minimises
the risk of law enforcement engagement. Higher search costs for potential hijackers thus imply
a lower risk of being caught by law enforcement.

AlphaBay and Darkode further decrease the risk of being ripped-off by applying measures to rate
vendor reliability and product quality. Members can rate other members, resulting in different types
of public member ranks. Furthermore, members can post comments and provide feedback on posts
which are subsequently published below that post. Pastebin did not provide the option of com-
menting on posts. Moreover, anyone could post anything on Pastebin, which greatly increases the
likelihood of dealing with rippers.

Post attributes

Whereas the previous section describes general post attributes, this section details the variation in
attributes of posts in which account credentials were offered. A total of 243, 32, and 188 posts were
analysed from AlphaBay, Darkode, and Pastebin respectively. First, we describe what variation we
noted in reward attributes. Next, we elaborate on prices as a cost attribute and relate this to several
reward attributes. We conclude the results section by describing several risk attributes noted in
posts.

Rewards
Reward attributes coded relate to what is offered and how much is offered. We coded if credentials
were visible, how much credentials were offered and what additional information on accounts and
account holders was offered. Credentials were immediately visible in 12, 6, and 117 posts on
respectively AlphaBay (4.9%), Darkode (18.8%), and Pastebin (62.2%). Because AlphaBay and the
Darkode marketplace were dedicated to trade, it makes sense that very few credentials were
immediately visible to potential buyers. Credentials visible on those platforms mainly served to
clarify what kind of information hijackers would receive (e.g., a username or e-mail address, pass-
word, name, gender, etc.).

Posts did not always specify how many unique account credentials were offered. AlphaBay posts
were least often explicit about the number of credentials on offer with less than ten per cent (23 out
of 243) containing an exact number of accounts. Posts explicitly specifying the number of account
credentials for sale allowed buyers to buy 100,000 account credentials or more per transaction. Posts
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without an exact number of accounts were often advertised like: ‘Selling Amazon Account with Credit
Card attached’, or: ‘All accounts come with Lifetime Warranty!!! so if your login stops working I will
replace the account for you.’ Therefore, we assume that, in the majority of cases, account hijackers
could obtain a single account (i.e., one pair of credentials) per transaction. On Pastebin, 124 posts
specified how many credentials were offered. Half of the posts in which the number of credentials
offered was specified (51.6%) offered credentials of less than 20 accounts. However, a small fraction
of those posts (11.2%) contained rather long lists of more than 500 accounts credentials. Whereas
posts on AlphaBay and Pastebin thus seem to offer credentials for just one account or tens to
hundreds of accounts, credentials on Darkode were mainly offered in much larger quantities, namely
ranging from 2,300 to 4.8 million accounts.

Coding additional information on accounts and account holders was largely a bottom-up process.
Following Franklin et al. (2007), we coded at least if the name, address, phone number, and social
security number of account holders were provided. While reading, we noted what other additional
information was provided. As will be explained at the end of this paragraph, types of additional
information barely noted were not included in our comparisons. Although credentials leaked on
Pastebin are immediately visible, these credentials are usually not accompanied by any other
account information, such as the account type (e.g., standard or premium), when the account was
last used, and information on the account holder (e.g., name and address). Posts on Darkode and
AlphaBay provided more additional information to potential hijackers. Table 4 demonstrates how
oftendifferent types of information on accounts and account holders were noted in the full sample of
posts offering credentials. In general, little additional information was provided on accounts or
account holders, except for the account balance. Account balance here is rather broadly defined. It
refers to any type of balance that could indicate how valuable an account is, such as points collected
through gaming or shopping, but also to the amount of feedback account holders received, gift card
values stored in accounts, or simply the balance on financial accounts. Vendors on AlphaBay did not
always include information on the balance of financial accounts, which could imply that the accounts
had no balance or the vendor did not know the balance. Either way, in those cases, potential
hijackers would thus buy a financial account without knowing if and how much money was
associated with the account. Although we also coded information provided to bypass two-factor
authentication, gender, date of birth, and social security numbers of targets, these types of informa-
tion were less common than the additional information in Table 4. The general lack of additional
information on accounts or account holders implies that potential hijackers usually have to decide
on a transaction mainly by considering the account source, the number of accounts, and the price.

Costs
The cost attribute coded for posts was the price asked for credentials. Prices were less common on
Pastebin, because of the large number of posts with visible credentials on this platform. Only
advertisements about financial accounts on Pastebin (34% of the posts) included a price. On
Darkode, nearly all posts stated that account credentials were for sale. However, instead of stating

Table 4. Additional information provided on accounts and account holders.

N Name Address Phone Points Account type Linked accounts Browser Last activity

Financial 103 9 11 5 86 6 6 5 7
Entertainment 103 1 0 1 0 54 1 0 0
Webshop 53 15 19 5 34 5 11 8 20
Social 36 8 6 10 2 0 8 4 0
Adult 26 0 1 0 1 14 0 0 0
Game 25 0 0 0 13 2 0 0 0
Telecom 14 1 2 3 1 2 0 0 0
Unknown 62 6 7 4 2 2 0 4 1
Other 41 8 7 8 8 9 12 2 0
Total 463 48 53 36 146 94 38 23 28
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a fixed price, it was common to place a starting bid or merely state that credentials were sold to the
highest bidder, as illustrated in Figure 1. Readers could subsequently place their bids in the thread or
send a personal message (‘pm’) to the member starting the thread. Although large packages of tens
or hundreds of thousands of credentials were offered, bids often started at less than 400 USD and
sometimes even at less than 100 USD. This boils down to a price of less than a dollar cent per
credential. Because the majority of credentials posted on Pastebin were freely accessible and the
Darkode sample only contained 32 posts, the remainder of this paragraph elaborates on prices
stated in the 243 analysed posts on AlphaBay.

AlphaBay did not allow bidding, so all credentials offered had a fixed price as specified by the
vendor. Table 5 provides an overview of the average price per account sorted by source type.
Financial accounts were most expensive (mean asking price = 107 USD), followed by webshop
accounts (mean = 32 USD). Financial accounts were often advertised with information on financial
balance, which could explain the higher asking price. Regarding webshop accounts, these accounts
are potentially easier to monetise than other types of accounts, as these accounts are already used
for doing business. In addition, as opposed to other types of accounts, webshop accounts were
sometimes offered together with financial accounts, which should make it even easier to monetise
the webshop accounts. Social and game accounts appeared to be least valuable (respective means
are both 2 USD). Thirty posts specified no price for the advertised account credentials. In some posts,
the price was set at 0 USD. However, a zero-dollar price did not imply that the credentials advertised
were for free, because vendors explicitly stated in their posts that accounts were for sale: ‘purchase
options are shown bellow . . . ’, or ‘Buy with confidence’.

Nineteen posts contained a price list in which the price depended on, for instance, the number of
months an account was guaranteed to work (for entertainment accounts), howmany accounts were sold
(for packages of e-mail accounts), or the balance on the account (financial accounts or gift card balance on
webshop accounts). One vendor stated in his (or her) post: ‘Minimum10,000 Avios Points ~ $2.50,Minimum
20,000 Avios Points ~ $5.00, Minimum 40,000 Avios Points ~ $8.00, Minimum 80,000 Avios Points ~ $14.00’.

Figure 1. Darkode member offering account credentials.

Table 5. Average price in USD per account by organisation type on AlphaBay.

Source type Ntotal nsingle Mean Median Min Max

Financial 76 35 107.22 33 0.75 1400.00
Webshop 41 37 31.85 7.00 0.99 217.80
Telecom 18 14 9.93 10.00 1.59 25.00
Adult 17 17 5.37 4.99 0.0001 15.99
Entertainment 62 60 3.12 1.99 0.05 25.00
Social 26 20 2.21 0.99 1*10−6 15.00
Game 12 12 2.11 2.00 0.1 5
Other 23 18 21.56 5.94 0.003 175.00

Note. Ntotal = all posts split out. Nsingle = all posts, no subposts included.
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Posts offering financial accountsmost often contained a price list. Prices in those lists always depended
on thebalanceof the financial account. Thehigher thebalance, themore expensive the account, similar to
the previous example in which the price depended on the number of points. Splitting the eleven posts
offering financial accounts with a price list into a different subpost for each price resulted in a total of 76
financial subposts. As illustrated in Table 5, the prices of these subposts ranged from0.75 USD to 750USD,
with one outlier of 1,400 USD. The balances ranged from 20 USD up to 250,000 USD.

Although posts with a price list on AlphaBay differed in what they offered, all consistently offered
non-cumulative quantity discounts, i.e., the more accounts or the more valuable accounts you buy,
the more discount you get. We found this type of discount on all three platforms analysed. The
graphs in Figure 2 exemplify typical non-cumulative quantity discounts on financial accounts offered
on Pastebin. A few posts on Pastebin also offered e-mail account credentials for sale in bulk, resulting
in very cheap prices per account. For instance, a package of 1,000 e-mail credentials was offered for
50 USD, which means one account costs five dollar cents. Members on Darkode offered their
packages of account credentials in even larger sizes and their prices were relatively lower. The
majority of credentials (n = 29; 90.6%) on Darkode was cheaper than one dollar cent per account.

Finally, we examined the relationship between additional information on accounts and account
holders, and the price of accounts for all posts on AlphaBay. Posts offering financial accounts were
not included, because those accounts were generally far more expensive than accounts from other
types of sources and would therefore greatly affect the relationships to be compared. Table 6 reveals
higher asking prices for advertisements providing additional information on accounts and account
holders. Vendors providing at least one of the listed types of additional information had a higher
asking price than vendors who did not provide such information at all (U = 3258.50, p < .001, r = .27).
This suggests that more rewarding items are costlier to obtain.

Risks
Coding risk attributes was, similar to coding additional information on accounts and account holders,
largely a bottom-up process. While reading, we noted customer services such as customer service
lines and free replacements (Holt, Chua, and Smirnova 2013). These services are aimed at improving
customer satisfaction and could, therefore, affect the perceived risk of doing a transaction. We also
noted terms and conditions (i.e., transaction rules) posed by vendors restricting what buyers could
do after a bad transaction (e.g., buying invalid credentials). Because such rules could make doing
business seem more risky, they were coded as well.

When credentials on Pastebin were visible to anyone, no transaction rules were specified.
Advertisements for financial account credentials on Pastebin and posts on AlphaBay and Darkode
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sometimes did stipulate transaction rules and what customer services were offered to buyers. The
most common rules and services are reported in Figure 3. Only posts in which credentials were sold,
and thus not freely disseminated, are included in this comparison. As can be seen in this table, the
rules and services coded were mainly specified in posts on AlphaBay.

The most common services mentioned were warranties and refunds or replacements.
Interestingly, warranties on sold accounts were especially prominent in posts on Pastebin. These
warranties mainly applied to the balance on financial accounts. Vendors claimed, for instance, that
they would guarantee that the money on their accounts would not be stolen by anyone nor would it
be returned to another account (if the money originated from another account; i.e., no charge backs):
‘all transactions are secured, zero theft and no charge back. 100% SECURED’. Because financial accounts
are sometimes advertised as having quite a lot of money on their balance and they are rather
expensive, compared to other types of accounts, buyers risk losing a lot of money if the vendor turns
out to be a ripper. Therefore, it makes sense that vendors try to reassure potential buyers by claiming
to provide warranties. However, although warranties were less common on AlphaBay (n = 21), when
warranties were stated, they more often applied to entertainment and adult accounts (n = 15) than

Table 6. Price of credentials on AlphaBay when additional information was (not) included.

Information included Information not included

N M (SD) Median M (SD) Median

Name 18 34.83 (62.64) 10.35 10.65 (24.68) 2.95
Address 22 32.69 (56.96) 10.35 10.37 (24.77) 2.67
Phone 25 14.79 (36.53) 2.99 12.56 (29.81) 3.00
Points 44 29.52 (46.11) 9.00 8.10 (22.61) 2.57
Account type 59 10.07 (24.76) 3.39 14.01 (32.82) 2.85
Linked accounts 31 16.60 (33.84) 4.00 12.15 (30.07) 2.99
Browser 8 68.31 (84.78) 17.5 10.52 (24.05) 2.99
Last activity 15 59.09 (76.30) 7.00 9.07 (19.51) 2.99
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to financial accounts (n = 2). Warranties on entertainment and adult accounts referred to guarantees
from vendors that the account would work, sometimes for a minimum period of time.

Offering replacements or refunds for invalid credentials also serves to reduce the risk potential
hijackers face when spending money on account credentials. Statements on replacements or refunds
were most common on AlphaBay. Replacements (n = 49) were far more common than refunds
(n = 15). Although replacements and refunds were offered as services, nineteen posts explicitly
stated that they would never give a refund. One vendor offered no refunds or replacements at all. In
a similar vein, some vendors tested their accounts before providing them (n = 30), whereas others
did not (n = 10). The following example nicely summarises common rules and services posed by
vendors on AlphaBay:

Buy ONLY if you know how to use them! I’m not responsible for your movements, cash out method failure,
security questions etc.! Replacement ONLY if the login details are wrong. Buyer who leave negative feedback
without any good reason will be ignored in future. When you purchase from my listing you agree with the
terms.

Because AlphaBay had a reputation system implemented, negative feedback could damage vendors’
businesses. Therefore, some vendors threatened to blacklist buyers in the future if they would leave
negative feedback after a transaction. This rule was typical for AlphaBay vendors, as it was not noted
on the other platforms. In contrast, typical for Darkode members were remarks about the format of
passwords. Some offered unencrypted passwords that could be used immediately, whereas others
stated that buyers would have to crack passwords before those could be used (n = 12; 37.5%).

Discussion

The present descriptive study was aimed at providing insight into platforms where stolen account
credentials are disseminated and how offers on credentials vary by type of platform. Previous
research mainly focused on stolen financial data, such as credit card data, and largely neglected
stolen account information. However, account hijacking could be more damaging than the abuse of
financial data and affects the full spectrum of accounts instead of merely financial accounts. In our
research, we took a criminal event perspective by jointly studying the crime settings and the illicitly
disseminated products.

The platforms compared were a paste website, an underground market, and a discussion forum.
The paste website was most easy to reach and access, and most credentials offered there were freely
disseminated. The market and forum were harder to reach and access. Credentials on these plat-
forms were usually sold. On the market, credentials were mainly sold per piece, whereas on the
forum, credentials were often sold in bulk. The most expensive types of accounts on the market were
financial and webshop accounts. The forum also substantially facilitated interaction between sup-
pliers and potential hijackers, more so than the market and in contrast to the paste website. Due to
greater interaction on the forum, bidding was common on this platform. On all three platforms, non-
cumulative quantity discounts were offered. Finally, warranties, refunds, and replacements were the
most common customer services offered. Warranty claims were especially prominent on the paste
website where no reputation system was in place and the risk of doing business is rather high.
Conversely, suppliers threatened to blacklist buyers – if they left negative feedback – on the market,
which is a platform with a clear reputation system.

Although this study systematically examined the illicit act of disseminating stolen credentials
online, it is an explorative study with several limitations. For instance, it was not always clear if the
offered credentials had in fact been stolen. Some suppliers stated that their accounts were created
rather than hacked (i.e., stolen). Reasons to offer created accounts include not risking that the
account would close down or that the password would change. Although implied, in about a third
of the cases (32.6%) we analysed it was stated explicitly that the credentials were stolen.
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Other limitations relate to the sampling scheme. For instance, we lacked information about
AlphaBay and Darkode because we did not scrape these platforms ourselves and the platforms
did not exist anymore when conducting our analyses. This resulted in missing data when coding
platform attributes, such as the presence of profile pages on AlphaBay. In addition, it is likely that
deals on Darkode were made through private communications instead of public posts. Therefore, we
cannot be sure if and when the asking price was also the final selling price. Regarding Pastebin posts,
we based our filtering method on a second website claiming to collect all sensitive information
dumped on Pastebin. Although it seemed to sample a large number of these dumps, including posts
we did not consider as such, this sampling method could have resulted in false negatives (i.e.,
filtering out posts containing account credentials). Despite these limitations, this is the first study we
know of to have systematically analysed platform and post attributes in the context of stolen
account credentials.

Policy implications and directions for future research

Several agents could intervene in the act of illicitly disseminating stolen credentials and subse-
quent exploitation of those credentials. In this section, we discuss two of these agents, namely law
enforcement and organisations servicing online accounts. Because of the widespread use of
anonymising software by actors on illicit online platforms, tracking and tracing these actors is
challenging for law enforcement. Therefore, countermeasures deployed by law enforcement are
likely best directed at platforms hosting the illicit content. At the time of writing, law enforcement
agencies from different countries have already cooperated to take down several large illicit online
marketplaces, such as AlphaBay, Hansa market, and Wall Street Market (Ewing 2019). While several
arrests have resulted from taking down these websites, it is suggested that these types of law
enforcement activity have no lasting effect on the ecosystem of illicit online markets (Greenberg
2019). After some markets have been shut down, other markets pop up and business goes on as
usual.

Although organisations servicing accounts (e.g., Google and Netflix) have no power to take down
online platforms where their accounts are traded, they can make those accounts less valuable to
potential hijackers. Our findings demonstrate that accounts with additional information on accounts
or account holders were generally sold for higher asking prices than accounts without such
information. We also noted that, in general, little additional information was offered. This could
reflect the increased effort suppliers had to make to obtain additional information. It could also imply
that a username-password combination on its own is less valuable. Indeed, more organisations
nowadays provide the option of two factor authentication (Griffith 2019). This security measure
requires hijackers to enter additional information during the login process besides a correct user-
name-password combination. Because taking down the ecosystem of illicit online platforms and
apprehending potential hijackers is challenging for law enforcement, decreasing the value of stolen
credentials by increasing account security may be a more fruitful approach.

Because little scientific research has been conducted on the topic of stolen credentials and
account hijacking, there are many avenues for future research. The CEP encourages researchers to
consider the bigger picture of the illicit acts of disseminating and exploiting stolen credentials
(Meier, Kennedy, and Sacco 2001). So far, we have only considered platforms and posts disseminat-
ing credentials. As stated previously, it appears that law enforcement activity does not have a lasting
effect on the illicit trade of credentials. However, as far as we know, there is no scientific evidence of
the (lack of) effects. Therefore, our first suggestion for future research is to systematically measure
the effects of law enforcement activity on the ecosystem. This could guide law enforcement in
adjusting their countermeasures or justify maintaining their current tactics.

Our second suggestion relates to our assumption that hijackers act with bounded rationality.
Because little is known about their motivations and actual decision-making process, we encourage
future research to test the validity of this rationality assumption. One way to test hypotheses on their
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motivations and decision-making process is by deploying a honeypot design. Honeypots are decoy
computer systems mimicking real computer systems but designed to be attacked (Bringer,
Chelmecki, and Fujinoki 2012). Because honeypots look authentic and valuable, attackers do not
(always) realise they are attacking a honeypot. For instance, Onaolapo, Mariconti, and Stringhini
(2016; Villalva, Onaolapo, Stringhini, & Musolesi, 2018) deployed honey e-mail accounts to system-
atically leak account credentials and observe hijackers’ behaviours inside accounts. Furthermore,
Maimon et al. (2014), tested decision-making theories by examining the effect of different types of
warning banners in computer systems on hackers’ persistence. These studies also demonstrate that
honeypot decoys are a good way to observe criminal choice behaviour as it is unfolding, a hitherto
almost completely unexplored area of research.

Note

1. http://darkode.cybercrime-tracker.net/.
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